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8 of 8 review helpful Want to know about the evangelical movement in Colombia By Jonathan Boyd This book 
provides a treasure of insights for anyone wanting to understand the evangelical movement in Colombia Writing from 
a feminist perspective Brusco must admit that evangelicalism radically changes the dynamics of family life for the 
better I highly recommend this book for anyone wanting to understand the religious cli Protestant evangelicalism has 
spread rapidly in Latin America at the same time that foreign corporations have taken hold of economies there These 
concurrent developments have led some observers to view this religious movement as a means of melding converts 
into a disciplined work force for foreign capitalists rather than as a reflection of conscious individual choices made for 
a variety of personal as well as economic reasons In this pioneering study Elizabeth Brusc This book is nuanced in 
many ways For example all Latin American countries share a history of Roman Catholic domination and ties between 
the Church and government many have experienced civil war or other forms of violence and most have also undergone 
a si 
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